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Measurement of psychological empowerment among youth has relied on scales that use 

a Likert-type format, which has been subject to critique. Phrase completion is a 

technique that has been introduced as an alternative to the Likert-type format. This study 

tested the application of a phrase completion response option format in a measure of 

psychological empowerment, the abbreviated Sociopolitical Control Scale for Youth, 

with data from a sample of high school students (n = 202) from an economically 

disadvantaged community located in the northeastern United States. Prior to testing the 

new measure, we evaluated the validity of the abbreviated version of the original scale 

using the Likert-type format with data from a separate sample of high school students (n 

= 977) from the same geographic community. Results supported the validity of both 

formats of the scale; however, the performance of scores from the phrase completion 

format was superior to the Likert-type format. Findings imply that the phrase completion 

format, which heretofore has not appeared in the empowerment literature, may be 

considered a useful form in which to construct instruments that are intended to measure 

empowerment among youth.   
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1. Testing the Phrase Completion Response Option Format in a  

Sociopolitical Control Scale for Youth 
 

Likert-type and phrase completion response option formats are techniques that can be applied 

to the design of instruments for measuring a wide variety of psychological constructs. The 

Likert-type format (Likert, 1932) is one of the most frequently used techniques in health and 

social sciences for constructing instrument items. Items created in this format typically consist of 
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positively or negatively worded statements followed by a set of ordered responses that may 

include adverbs and verbs (e.g., “strongly agree”). Survey or interview participants can be asked 

to respond to the items by indicating the extent to which they agree or disagree, for instance, 

with each statement. The number of points or categories of response options included in Likert-

type items can vary, usually ranging from four- to seven-point scales, with midpoint categories 

that are often labeled as “neutral,” “undecided,” or “neither” (Leung, 2011; Sturgis, Roberts, & 

Smith, 2014). The application of this technique is ubiquitous in community psychology. Recent 

examples include studies of psychological sense of community (Barbieri & Zani, 2015; Petrillo, 

Capone, & Donizzetti, 2016; Zani & Cicognani, 2012), social support (Marshall, Davis, 

Lawrence, Peugh, & Toland, 2016), leadership development (Hakim, Crigan, & Buzu, 2013), 

and neighborhood collective efficacy (Banyard, Weber, Grych, & Hamby, 2016), as well as 

psychological empowerment (Christens, Krauss, & Zeldin, 2016).  

Though popular, Likert-type items have been subject to critique. Among the issues identified 

in the literature are the detrimental effects of combining positively and negatively worded items 

on the factor structure and internal consistency of scores (Peterson et al., 2006; Stevens, Jason, 

Ferrari, Olson, & Legler, 2012), measurement error resulting from the treatment of numerical 

values from midpoint responses as moderate levels of variables (Sturgis et al., 2014), and the 

Type I or Type II errors that can result from the coarseness of ordinal data (particularly four or 

five-point scales), which are derived from Likert-type items (Finstad, 2010; Russell & Bobko, 

1992). This coarseness may also result in a lack of variability in scores from Likert-type scales, 

making it more difficult for researchers to detect subtle differences in the underlying trait or 

state.  

The phrase completion response option format (Hodge & Gillespie, 2003, 2005, 2007) was 

introduced as an alternative technique that addresses criticisms of the Likert-type format. The 

phrase completion technique does not use negatively worded items, nor does it use midpoint 

responses that are incongruous with the meaning of moderate levels of variables. It does, 

however, include a response key that is intended to more closely approximate internal-level data. 

More specifically, this technique involves the presentation of an incomplete sentence fragment 

(e.g., There are _________  for people like me to have a say in what this community does), 

which is then followed by two opposing phrases (e.g., very few ways, plenty of ways) that can be 

used to complete the sentence fragment. The phrases are configured to anchor each end of a 

scale, such as a 10-point or 11-point response key. The range of numerical values in the scale 

provide study participants with a continuum to which they can respond, with lower numbers 

corresponding to lower levels of an attribute and higher numbers corresponding to higher levels 

of an attribute. Participants can be asked to respond to the items by indicating the point along the 

continuum that best reflects their views, feelings, or attitudes. The technique is intended to yield 

a unidimensional measure of the construct of interest.  

Although phrase completion is a technique that has not yet appeared in the community 

psychology literature, it has been applied in research from a wide variety of other disciplines. For 

example, it has been applied by management researchers to study competition and perceived 

trustworthiness among staff of children’s behavioral health organizations (Bunger, 2013), 

cardiovascular nurses to assess chronic heart failure (Dunderdale, Thompson, Beer, Furze, & 

Miles, 2008), as well as researchers studying the role of intrinsic, nonreligious spirituality in 

sexual minority identity development (Wright & Stern, 2016) and the healthcare challenges of 

women with autism spectrum disorder (Lum, Garnett, & O’Connor, 2014). Although these 

researchers included phase completion in the design of their instruments, they did not compare 
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the validity of scores from Likert-type and phrase completion formats. The few studies that have 

directly compared these competing formats of instruments intended to measure the same 

constructs have found that scores from the phrase completion format tend to exhibit better 

performance than the Likert-type format as demonstrated by stronger fit indices, indicating better 

model-to-data fit, factor loadings, indicating stronger relationships between items and constructs, 

and reliability coefficients, indicating greater internal consistency (Hodge & Gillespie, 2003, 

2007; Peters, Nasan, & Turner, 2007).   

No study to date has tested the use of a phrase completion format with a measure of 

psychological empowerment. Empowerment is a major phenomenon of interest for community 

psychology (Aguiar, 2013; Paloma, García-Ramírez, Camacho, & Olmedo, 2016; Rappaport, 

1981, 1987). It refers to the process through which people gain greater control of their lives and 

reduce marginalization (Maton, 2008). Zimmerman (1995) introduced a widely applied 

theoretical model of psychological empowerment, which was recently augmented by Christens 

(2012) to include four interrelated components: emotional, cognitive, behavioral, and relational. 

The emotional component involves people’s feelings and self-perceptions about their abilities to 

influence sociopolitical contexts, such as work, school, or other community settings. The 

cognitive component involves people’s consciousness of their sociopolitical milieu, while the 

behavioral component refers to people’s actions to directly affect outcomes. The relational 

component involves psychological aspects of interpersonal transactions and processes, which 

may include collaborative competence and efforts to facilitate others’ empowerment.  

Most empirical studies applying the conceptual models of Zimmerman (1995) or Christens 

(2012) have focused on the emotional component of psychological empowerment. These studies 

have often focused on an element of the emotional component referred to as sociopolitical 

control (SPC) (Itzhaky, Zanbar, Levy, & Schwartz, 2013; Krauss et al., 2014; Serrata, 

Hernandez-Martinez, & Macias, 2016). With few exceptions, such as Holden, Evans, Hinnant, & 

Messeri’s (2005) modeling of a unidimensional construct, researchers have applied a 

bidimensional model of SPC. Based on the work of Zimmerman and Zahniser (1991), SPC has 

generally been conceptualized and measured as a construct consisting of the dimensions of 

leadership competence and policy control. Leadership competence refers to people’s feelings 

about their skills at organizing a group of people, while policy control involves people’s feelings 

about their abilities to influence policy decisions in an organization or community. Efforts to 

measure SPC have relied heavily on a four or five-point Likert-type response option format to 

assess the construct (e.g., Christens et al., 2016; Martínez, Loyola, & Cumsille, 2015; Miguel, 

Ornelas, & Maroco, 2015; Serrata et al.,, 2016).  

The purpose of this study was to test the application of a phrase completion response option 

format in a measure of SPC with data from a sample of high school students from an 

economically disadvantaged community located in the northeastern United States. Prior to 

testing the new phrase completion formatted measure, we evaluate the validity of the original 

Likert-type scale using data from a separate sample of high school students from the same 

geographic community. We then compare the performance of scores from items formatted using 

the Likert-type approach (Sample 1) to scores from items formatted using phrase completion 

(Sample 2). We hypothesized that, for both versions (i.e. Likert-type and phrase completion) of 

the scale, the two-factor model of SPC would provide a significantly better fit to the data from 

youth than the one-factor model of SPC. We also hypothesized that the performance of scores 

from the phrase completion format would be superior to the Likert-type format as indicated by fit 

indices, factor loadings, reliability coefficients, and the strength of the relationship between 
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latent variables representing the dimensions of SPC. Improved measurement of the leadership 

competence and policy control dimensions of SPC would be valuable to studies that evaluate 

more generally those interventions that promote youth development, citizenship, and the 

emotional component of psychological empowerment. Given that valid measurement is 

foundational to advances in empowerment theory, as well as the criticisms of the widely used 

Likert-type format to measure this element of empowerment, this research was needed to test a 

phase completion format of an instrument for assessing SPC among youth in an applied 

community context. 

 

 

2. Method 
 

2.1 Participants 

 

Participants in Sample 1 (n = 977) were students from three high schools that were surveyed 

in year 2007 as part of an ongoing preventive intervention in an urban community located in the 

northeastern United States (Reid, Garcia-Reid, Klein, & McDougall, 2008). Convenience 

samples of students from the high schools were selected and data from their surveys were 

combined for analysis. This sample was 59.9% female and 56.1% Hispanic. In addition, the 

sample was 35.7% Black or African American; and, 4.6% white, non-Hispanic. Regarding age, 

5.5% of the participants were age 14; 17% of participants were age 15; 23.4% of participants 

were age 16; and, 54.1% of participants were ages 17 or 18. 

Participants in Sample 2 (n = 202) were students from one high school located in the same 

geographic community as those in Sample 1. These students in Sample 2 were surveyed in year 

2014 as part of the same ongoing preventive intervention. A convenience sample of students 

from the high school was selected. This sample was 52% female and 75% Hispanic. In addition, 

the sample was 24% Black or African American; and, 8% white, non-Hispanic. Regarding age, 

approximately 12% of the participants were age 14; 32% of participants were age 15; 27% of 

participants were age 16; and, 29% of participants were ages 17 or 18. 

 

 

2.2 Measures 

 

Sociopolitical Control. An abbreviated version of the original Sociopolitical Control Scale 

for Youth (SPCS-Y) (Peterson, Peterson, Agre, Christens, & Morton, 2011) was tested in this 

study. The abbreviated scale was comprised of eight items and used a five-point Likert-type 

response option format. Items are shown in the Appendix. Consistent with the original scale, the 

abbreviated version of the SPCS-Y contained two subscales. The first subscale was comprised of 

four items to assess leadership competence, while the second subscale included four items to 

assess policy control. Christens et al. (2016) validated the abbreviated version of the scale that 

had been translated for Malaysian youth. The descriptive statistics reported by Christens et al. 

(2016) were as follows: overall scale (α = .79; M = 3.32; SD = .58); leadership competence 

subscale (α = .74; M = 3.32; SD = .72); policy control subscale (α = .68; M = 3.31; SD = .68). 

For the present study, descriptives of the Likert-type format of the abbreviated SPCS-Y were as 

follows: overall scale (α = .80; M = 3.56; SD = .72); leadership competence subscale (α = .71; M 
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= 3.63; SD = .82); policy control subscale (α = .72; M = 3.49; SD = .81).  

Items from the original version of the SPCS-Y were modified to the phrase completion 

response option format and tested in this study. These items are also shown in the Appendix. 

Consistent with previous work, the phrase completion format of the SPCS-Y (overall scale: α = 

.86; M = 5.71; SD = 2.02) was designed to contain two subscales: Leadership competence (α = 

.78; M = 6.12; SD = 2.33) and policy control (α = .80; M = 5.29; SD = 2.12). For both the Likert-

type and phrase completion formats, item responses were coded so that higher scores reflect 

greater SPC and item values were averaged to create subscale and overall scale scores. 

 

2.3 Procedures 

 

Participants were surveyed as part of a federally-funded initiative to prevent substance abuse 

and sexual risk taking behaviors among racial and ethnic minority youth in an urban community. 

The sample setting is considered among the 30 poorest school districts and has among the 

highest rates for substance abuse and certain sexually-transmitted diseases in this northeastern 

U.S. state. Self-administered written surveys were distributed by school district personnel in 

health education classes. 

 

 

3. Results 
 

The purpose of the study was to test an abbreviated version of the SPCS-Y that was presented 

in a phrase completion response option format. We chose to test the abbreviated version of the 

SPCS-Y because this scale, given our sample size, allowed us to obtain an adequate (5:1) ratio of 

participants to the number of parameters (Bentler & Chou, 1987; Worthington & Whittaker, 

2006). Prior to testing the new measure, we examine the factor structure of the abbreviated 

version of the original Likert-type scale with Sample 1. We then present results of our analysis of 

the data from Sample 2 in which the abbreviated version of the SPCS-Y was administered using 

a phrase completion response option format.  

Figure 1 presents the models that were tested in this study. Confirmatory factor analysis 

(CFA) was used to test the two first-order measurement models: Model 1, a first-order 

unidimensional model for the SPCS-Y in which the eight items were hypothesized as reflections 

of one underlying SPC construct; and Model 2, a first-order bidimensional model for the SPCS-

Y in which four items were hypothesized as reflecting each of the two latent variables of 

leadership competence and policy control. In addition, as can be seen in Figure 1, the latent 

variables in Model 2 were hypothesized as correlated. 

We performed CFA using maximum likelihood estimation procedures of AMOS 23 

(Arbuckle, 2014). The fit indices that we interpreted from our CFA are widely accepted and 

considered to be robust measures of fit. These include the following: Discrepancy chi-square 

(X2), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), and the Root Mean Square of 

Error Approximation (RMSEA). Although non-significant X2 values indicate that a model 

provided a good fit to the data from the sample of respondents, we recognize that this statistic is 

influenced by sample size and is often considered an unrealistic standard. 

With regard to the other fit indices, higher values (i.e., greater than .95) on the CFI and TLI 

indicate good model-to-data fit. According to Browne and Cudeck (1992) guidelines for 
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interpreting the RMSEA include: <.05 = good fit; .05-.08 = acceptable fit; .08-.10 = marginal fit; 

>.10 = poor fit.  

 

 

Model 1 

 

 
 
 

Model 2 

 
 

Figure 1.  Models tested in the present study. Items correspond to those presented in the Appendix 

 

Table 1 presents fit indices for the CFAs of the Likert-type (Sample 1) and phrase completion 

(Sample 2) formatted versions of the abbreviated SPCS-Y. As can be seen in Table 1, the one-

factor solution for the SPCS-Y (Model 1) provided a poor fit to the data from both samples. For 

Sample 1, the CFI and TLI were both below .95, indicating poor model-to-data fit for the one-

factor solution. This pattern of CFI and TLI values was similar for Sample 2, with lower CFI and 

TLI values indicating a poor fit of the model to the data. In addition, the RMSEA values for the 

one-factor solution were generally weak, with values indicating a marginal model-to-data fit for 
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Sample 1 and poor model-to-data fit for Sample 2.  

 
Table 1. Overall Fit Statistics for Confirmatory Factor Analyses of the Likert-Type and Phrase Completion 

Response Option Formats of the Abbreviated Sociopolitical Control Scale for Youth (SPCS-Y) 
Structural Equation 

Models 

 Sample 1, n = 977 

Likert-Type 

 Sample 2, n = 202 

Phrase Completion 

Measures of 

Fit 

Model 1:  

One-Factor  

SPCS-Y 

Model 2:  

Two-Factor  

SPCS-Y 

 Model 1:  

One-Factor  

SPCS-Y 

Model 2:  

Two-Factor  

SPCS-Y 

X2 204.539 76.106  61.492 27.621 

Df 20 19  20 19 

p-value <.001 <.001  <.001 .091 

CFI .887 .965  .915 .982 

TLI .797 .934  .847 .967 

RMSEA 

(90% CI) 

.097  

(.085, .110) 

.055  

(.043, .069) 

 .102  

(.073, .131) 

.048  

(.000, .064) 

 

The fit indices for the two-factor solution (Model 2) for the SPCS-Y, which are also shown in 

Table 1, indicate a better fit to the data from both samples. For Sample 1, the CFI for Model 2 

was above .95, while the low RMSEA value for this two-factor solution indicated acceptable 

model-to-data fit. For Sample 2, both the CFI and TLI were greater than .95, indicating good 

model-to-data fit for Model 2. In addition, the lower RMSEA value for Sample 2 indicates a 

good model-to-data fit for the two-factor solution. The 90% Confidence Intervals (CIs) for the 

RMSEA values presented in Table 1 can indicate a statistically significant difference in fit 

between Models 1 and 2 by the extent of overlap between the CIs. For Sample 1, the CIs did not 

overlap between Models 1 and 2, indicating that the two models fit the data differently. Again, 

this pattern of values was similar for Sample 2. Together, these results show that Model 2, which 

had the smallest RMSEA values in both samples, may be interpreted as fitting the data 

significantly better than Model 1.  

It is important to recognize that although the hypothesized two-factor model for the SPCS-Y 

fit the data better than the one-factor model, the fit indices for the phrase completion scale 

(Sample 2) were consistently stronger than those for the Likert-type scale (Sample 1). As can be 

seen in Table 1, a comparison of the CFI, TLI and RMSEA values for both samples shows that 

the phrase completion scale had higher CFI and TLI values, and a lower RMSEA value, than the 

Likert-type scale. Understanding that scores from the phrase completion scale performed better 

on measures of fit than those from the Likert-type scale are helpful in interpreting the regression 

weights shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 presents standardized regression weights, also referred to as factor loadings, from the 

CFAs that were performed to test the one-factor and two-factor models of the SPCS-Y. These 

regression weights indicate the strength of each SPCS-Y item in relation to the hypothesized 

factors that were tested in our study. As can be seen in Table 2, the regression weights for Model 

2 were consistently stronger than Model 1 for both samples. For Sample 1, regression weights 

for Model 1 were weaker, ranging from .529 to .637, while the coefficients for Model 2 were 

stronger, ranging from .550 to .672. We can see a similar pattern of regression weights for 

Sample 2 in which the coefficients for Model 2 were generally stronger than those for Model 1.  
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Table 2. Standardized Regression Weights for Abbreviated Sociopolitical Control Scale for Youth (SPCS-Y) 

Confirmatory Factor Analyses* 

  
Sample 1, n = 977 

Likert-Type 

Sample 2, n = 202  

Phrase Completion 

Item  

Model 1 

One-Factor  

SPCS-Y 

Model 2 

Two-Factor  

SPCS-Y 

 Model 1 

One-Factor  

SPCS-Y 

Model 2 

Two-Factor  

SPCS-Y 

  
 Leadership 

Competence 

Policy  

Control 

  Leadership 

Competence 

Policy  

Control 

SPC1  .576 .639   .622 .664  

SPC2  .577 .638   .669 .778  

SPC3  .637 .672   .709 .751  

SPC4  .529 .550   .592 .584  

SPC5  .539  .586  .637  .660 

SPC6  .568  .638  .669  .710 

SPC7  .537  .627  .698  .719 

SPC8  .603  .619  .671  .729 

* Items correspond to the SPCS-Y as shown in the Appendix. Correlations between latent constructs in Model 2: 

Sample 1, r = .71; Sample 2, r = .77.  

 

For Sample 2, regression weights for Model 1 ranged from .592 to .709, while for Model 2 the 

regression weights ranged from .584 to .778.  

Importantly, however, a comparison of the regression weights presented in Table 2 for Model 

2 shows that the strength of the SPCS-Y items in relation to the hypothesized factors of 

leadership competence or policy control was greater for the phrase completion format (Sample 2) 

than the Likert-type format (Sample 1). Furthermore, the bivariate correlation between latent 

factors representing leadership competence and policy control was stronger in Sample 2 with the 

phrase completion format (r = .77, p < .001) than in Sample 1 with the Likert-type format (r = 

.71, p < .001). Taken together, the results support the factorial validity of scores from both 

formats of the abbreviated SPCS-Y; however, the performance of scores from the phrase 

completion format was stronger than the Likert-type format. 

 

 

4. Discussion 
 

Sociopolitical control is an important element of the emotional component of psychological 

empowerment. This study tested a new version of an instrument, the abbreviated SPCS-Y, which 

was designed to measure SPC control using a phrase completion response option format. We 

also compared the performance of scores from items of the abbreviated SPCS-Y that were 

constructed using a phrase completion format to items formatted using the Likert-type approach. 

Our results indicated that the hypothesized two-factor model of the SPCS-Y provided a good fit 

to the data from both samples of youth, and that this model provided a significantly better fit to 

the data than the one-factor model of the SPCS-Y. Notably, however, the scores from the phrase 

completion format demonstrated stronger fit indices, factor loadings, reliability coefficients, and 

correlation between latent variables representing dimensions of leadership competence and 

policy control. These findings provide empirical support for the validity of the new abbreviated 

SPCS-Y and have important implications for empowerment research and practice. 
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Previous studies that have focused on measuring SPC have relied exclusively on scales that 

use a Likert-type format (e.g., Christens et al. 2016; Martínez et al., 2015; Miguel et al., 2015; 

Serrata et al., 2016). This format, however, has been subject to critique. Phrase completion has 

been recommended as an alternative to the Likert-type format (Hodge & Gillespie, 2003, 2005, 

2007). Our study’s findings provided support for the validity of the abbreviated SPCS-Y and 

suggest that the phrase completion format, which heretofore has not appeared in the community 

psychology (nor broader empowerment) literature, may be considered by researchers and 

practitioners as a better form in which to construct instruments that are intended to measure 

empowerment among youth.  

Use of the phrase completion format in the SPCS-Y, shown here as an improved measure of 

empowerment concepts, is recommended for strengthening the validity of future research, 

especially those studies that are evaluating community-based preventive interventions designed 

to improve psychological empowerment. Given the growing focus on measurable outcomes of 

empowerment-based interventions (e.g., McAllister, Dunn, Payne, Davies, & Todd, 2012; 

Morton & Montgomery, 2013), the use of valid measurement tools can be a crucial part of 

effective practice. In addition, our findings support retention of the theoretical bidimensional 

model of SPC as proposed by Zimmerman and Zahniser (1991). The use of theory-driven and 

valid empowerment scales can be useful to practitioners for strengthening needs assessments and 

evaluations of community-based initiatives.   

We provided a direct test to determine if the scores from Likert-type and phrase completion 

formats differed in performance among two samples of youth from the same geographic 

community. The results of our analysis of the Likert-type formatted version of the abbreviated 

SPCS-Y were comparable with those of Christens et al.’s (2016) study. In that study, the 

researchers tested the abbreviated version of the SPCS-Y that was translated for Malaysian 

youth. They also conducted CFA to evaluate the hypothesized two-factor model (i.e., leadership 

competence and policy control). The fit indices that Christens et al. (2016) reported for their 

model were comparable to those in our study; however, scores from the phrase completion 

subscales in our study were more reliable and the factor loadings were generally stronger than 

scores from the Likert-type scale in Christens et al.’s (2016) study.  

Future research should test the full version of the SPCS-Y in a phrase completion format and 

examine ways to address response set bias and related issues. The mixed use of negatively and 

positively worded items was originally proposed as a method to reduce response set bias, 

acquiescent or disacquiescent behaviors, as well as careless responding (Likert, 1932). A large 

body of research, however, has shown that the combination of negatively and positively worded 

items in Likert-type scales has adverse effects on the factor structure and internal consistency of 

scores (e.g., Peterson et al., 2006; Stevens et al., 2012). As a result, measurement experts have 

advocated for the abandonment of this practice (DeVellis, 2012). Although negative wording is 

not of concern in the phrase completion format, the issues related to response set bias should be 

addressed in future research by alternating the direction of response options in the scale (i.e., half 

the items would range from 1 to 10, while the other half would range from 10 to 1). This 

approach should be tested as a way to further develop the phrase completion version of the 

SPCS-Y. 

There were limitations to our research that should be recognized. First, the generalizability of 

our findings are limited due to the non-random sampling procedures we used in the study. 

Second, our study was limited by its focus on the emotional component of psychological 

empowerment and its test of only an abbreviated version of the SPCS-Y. Future research should 
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collect data from larger, random samples of youth and test a broader array of empowerment 

measures tapping cognitive, behavioral, and relational components of the construct. These 

limitations were offset, in part, by the inclusion of data from a diverse sample of youth and the 

use of CFA to test competing measurement models and formats of the SPCS-Y. Despite these 

limitations, our paper introduces readers to an alternative to the Likert-type format that is 

commonly used in instruments for measuring psychological empowerment among youth. The 

study’s findings are consistent with previous research and suggest that the phrase completion 

format may be useful to practitioners as they continue to develop and evaluate interventions that 

further enhance youth empowerment. 
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Appendix. 

Items of the Abbreviated Sociopolitical Control (SPC) Scale for Youth 

 

 
Likert-Type Format 

Leadership Competence Subscale 

 Strongly 

Disagree 

(1) 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

(2) 

Neutral 

 

(3) 

Somewhat 

Agree 

(4) 

Strongly 

Agree 

(5) 

SPC1. I am often a leader in groups.      

SPC2. I would rather have a 

leadership role when I’m involved 

with a group project.  

     

SPC3. I can usually organize people 

to get things done. 
     

SPC4. I find it very easy to talk in 

front of a group.  
     

 

Policy Control Subscale 

 Strongly 

Disagree 

(1) 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

(2) 

Neutral 

 

(3) 

Somewhat 

Agree 

(4) 

Strongly 

Agree 

(5) 

SPC5. Youth like me can really 

understand what’s really going on 

with my community or school. 

     

SPC6. Youth like me have the ability 

to participate effectively in 

community or school activities and 

decision making.  

     

SPC7. There are plenty of ways for 

youth like me to have a say in what 

our community or school does.  

     

SPC8. Most community or school 

leaders would listen to me.  
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Phrase Completion Format  
 

Leadership Competence Subscale 

 

SPC1.  In groups, I am often____________. 

 

a follower    a leader 

1    2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

SPC2.  When I’m involved in a group project, I would rather have ____________. 

 

a following 

  role  

            a leadership 

            role 

1    2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

SPC3.  I can _______ organize peers to get things done. 

 

almost 

never 

  almost 

always  

1    2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

SPC4.  I find it _________ to talk in front of a group. 

 

   very 

   hard 

  very    

easy 

1    2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

 

 

Policy Control Subscale 

 

SPC5.  I can __________ what’s going on with (Community Name). 

  

    not 

understand 

    really 

understand 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

SPC6.  I have ____________ to participate effectively in activities and decision making in (Community Name).  

  

very little ability   great  

ability    

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

SPC7.  There are _________________for youth like me to have a say in what (Community Name) does.  

  

very few  

ways 

  plenty of  

ways 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

SPC8.  Most community leaders in (Community Name) would ______________ listen to me.  

  

almost 

never 

  almost 

always 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 


